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Modified Zacuto Grip Relocator for Canon C300
ZIF 010

The Zacuto C300 Grip Relocator puts all important controls of
your camera right at your fingertips when using your Polecam.
The Canon C300 removable grip attaches directly to the boom
of any Polecam system via a bespoke mounting bracket which
is designed and manufactured by Polecam, this provides the
user with a comfortable, adaptable and operational grip
position whilst maintaining ease of use synonymous with all
Polecams and accessories.
The inclusive and exclusive extension cable connects to the port
on your camera providing true remote C300 Grip Relocation.
This product is the only option on the market today that includes
the necessary cabling to attach to your camera. Once its
plugged in, users have trigger or on/off control, lens aperture
control (NF lenses only), and a programmable function button
that can be set to a number of things including waveform, 1 to 1
zoom, zebras, my menu, and many more.
Cable
Length

10m (33’)

Weight

300g (10.58oz)

Clamp

Dimensions

135 x 68 x 45mm (5.31 x 2.67 x 1.77”)

Weight

275g (9.74oz)

Canon C300 Power Tap
ZIF 011

This power tap is a great accessory to all those running the
Canon C300 on a Polecam – no need for batteries in the
camera, no need to worry about running out of power during a
shoot and, it keeps payload weights to a minimum.
The power for the camera is taken directly from the 12Vdc 4 pin
Binder connector on the remote Pan & Tilt head drop arms, it is
then stepped down to 8.4Vdc through the in-line regulator and
cable (50cm/19.68”) direct to the C300.
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